Abstract. In this paper, we first introduce certain geometric operations -especially blowing ups and generalized universal hyperplanes -for linear categories, and as a consequence generalize Orlov's formula [O04] to blowing up of regular schemes along possibly singular local complete intersection centers. Second, for a P(V )-linear Lefschetz category A and a linear system L ⊂ V ∨ , we introduce the refined blowing up category of A along its base locus, and show that this category is homological projective dual (HPD) to the linear section of the HPD of A. This generalizes Carocci-Turcinovic's results in [CT] and completes the answer to the question "what is the HPD for linear sections of a given HPD pair".
Introduction
Homological projective duality (HPD) introduced by Kuznetsov [K07] , has been a very fruitful theory to produce interesting semiorthogonal decompositions of derived categories of algebraic varieties, and also to relate derived categories of different varieties, see [T15] and [K14] for nice surveys, or [JLX17] for a review and references therein. An important question is how to produce examples of HPD, and one useful strategy would be to produce new HPDs from existing ones. In this paper we will focus on the question:
Question. What is the HPD of the linear sections of a given HPD pair?
More precisely, assume V and V ∨ are dual vector spaces (or more generally, dual vector bundles), and suppose X → P(V ) and Y → P(V ∨ ) are HPD Lefschetz varieties (or more generally, Lefschetz categories) of length m and n, and L ⊂ V ∨ is a generic linear subspace of dimension ℓ. Then the goal is to find the HPD of the linear section
The question is answered by Carocci-Turcinovic [CT] in the case when the base locus X L ⊥ ⊂ X of the linear system L is smooth and is of large codimension. More precisely, if the codimension ℓ of X L ⊥ ⊂ X satisfies ℓ > m, then they showed the HPD of Y L is given by blowing up Bl X L ⊥ X of X along the base locus X L ⊥ . The problem for this result to hold in general is that, if the codimension is not large enough (i.e. ℓ ≤ m), then the category of Bl X L ⊥ X would be too large in general to be the proper HPD of Y L .
In this paper we resolve this problem by introducing the notion of refined categorical blowing up Bl X. This completes the answer to the above question, generalizes the result of [CT] to any codimension ℓ and to P(V )-linear categories, and drops the smoothness assumption on the base locus X L ⊥ . The expected answer should be compatible with the commutative counterpart: namely if we assume A is given by a scheme X ′ with X ′ → X, then the blowing up category A should be given by the category of the blowing up scheme X ′ of X ′ along Y ′ := X ′ × X Y . From blowing up closure formula for schemes, the blowing up X ′ can be obtained as the proper transform of X ′ along the blowing up Bl Y X → X, namely the scheme-theoretic closure of inverse image of X ′ \Y ′ along X ′ × X Bl Y X → X ′ . However, the operation of strict transform of schemes seems to be very difficult in general to be lifted to categorical level. Fortunately, the question can be answered in the situation when A is a S-linear subcategory, using the knowledge of linear categories developed by Kuznetsov [K11] . This situation includes the case of blowing up of projective varieties along base locus of a linear system L (where S = P(V )), which would be the main case for our later applications.
More precisely, suppose S is a regular scheme, Z ⊂ S is a regular closed subscheme of codimension r ≥ 2, and X is a S-scheme, Y = Z × S X ⊂ X is of expected codimension r. Then D(X) admits an action of the category D(S) under (derived) pulling back along X → S, and the subcategory A ⊂ D(X) is called S-linear if it is closed under the action of D(S) (see §2.2). Then the blowing up A of the S-linear category A ⊂ D(X) along Y ⊂ X (or more accurately, along A Y ) can be defined (Def. 3.2) using the techniques of base-change of the S-linear A developed by Kuznetsov [K11] along a morphism S = Bl Z S → S. We show that Orlov's results on blowing up hold also for the blowing up of category A of A, see Thm. 3.3 for the precise statement, and §3.3 for more detail.
Notice that even in the commutative case, our approach gives something new, namely a blowing-up formula for possibly singular centers: suppose Y is a codimension r ≥ 2 local complete intersection (l.c.i.) subscheme of a smooth scheme X over a filed of characteristic zero, then Orlov's blowing up formula holds for the blowing up of X along Y without smoothness assumption on Y , see Cor. 3.4 . Notice that the smoothness of X is not even necessary, as long as it can be realized as fiber products of smooth ones from Tor-independent squares, see Rmk. 3.5 for more precise statement.
The above approach can also be carried to other geometric operations: projective bundle, (generalized) universal hyperplane, etc and we show the corresponding formulae on categories, see §3 for more details.
1.2. Refined blowing up and HPD with base locus. Let X → P(V ) be a smooth projective variety. The input data for HPD theory is a Lefschetz category, namely an P(V )-linear admissible subcategory A ⊂ D(X) with a Lefschetz structure, i.e. A admits a semiorthogonal decomposition of the form A = A 0 , A 1 (1), . . . , A m−1 (m − 1) , where A 0 ⊃ A 1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ A m−1 = 0 are admissible subcategories of A, and A * (k) denotes the image of the category A * under the autoequivalence − ⊗ O P(V ) (k) : A → A, k ∈ Z. The number m ∈ N is called the length of the Lefschetz category A, sometimes denoted by length(A). In the original HPD theory [K07] it is required that A is moderate, i.e. length(A) < rank V , and all applications of HPD hold under this condition. We will also stick to this convention and requires all Lefschetz categories to be moderate. Moreover, we show that for any non-moderate Lefschetz category A (i.e. length(A) ≥ rank V ), it can always be refined to be an honest (=moderate) Lefschetz category, see Lem 2.22.
The HPD category A ♮ of the P(V )-linear Lefschetz category A, is itself a P(V ∨ 
, the theorem reduces to the result of [CT] without smoothness assumption on X L ⊥ . In general if ℓ ≤ m, then Bl
A will be a strictly smaller subcategory of the usual blowing up. Notice that even in the critical case ℓ = m, the statement of the theorem implies something nontrivial. Example 1.1 (see Example 4.9, Pfaffian-Grassmannian correspondence). Let X = Gr(2, 7) ⊂ P 20 , and its HPD is given by the noncommutative Pfaffian Y = (Pf(4, 7), R) →P 20 , see K06, BC09] ). Our theorem implies the refined blowing up Bl
and is HPD to
. This implies the famous derived equivalence of Pfaffian-Grassmannian correspondence (see [K06, BC09] ):
and also that the refined blowing up Bl
X is equivalent to the universal hyperplane section H Y L for the linear section Y L of the dual space Y , which is not obvious from geometry at all. As the case of all considerations of HPD theory, it is expected that the expected dimension condition of X L ⊥ ⊂ X can be dropped if one consider derived fiber product
instead of scheme-theoretic fiber product. Our constructions and results in this paper should shed lights on the question of what the derived blowing up should be, at least in the case of blowing up along base-locus of a linear system.
1.3. Application to homological projective geometry. The work in this paper fits into the framework of homological projective geometry (see [JLX17, KP18, JL18] for more details) as follows. Denote by Lef /P(V ) the category of smooth proper P(V )-linear Lefschetz categories, and fix any linear system (i.e. linear subbundle) L ⊂ V ∨ . Then our main result shows that there are two functors of Lefschetz categories: for the linear inclusion P(L) ⊂ P(V ∨ ), there is a restriction functor:
and for the linear projection P(V )
, there is a refined blowing up functor:
(if we assume the smoothness of the intersections of A P(L) or respectively A P(L ⊥ ) ), and that these two operations are dual to each other under HPD, i.e. Φ(A)
The construction in this paper also allows us to define categorical joins in [JL18] for Lefschetz varieties with nontrivial intersections, and show the duality between categorical joins and fiber products.
Notice there is another construction called categorical cones
, which is a special case of categorical joins if there is a splitting V = L ∨ ⊕L ⊥ , see [KP18, JL18] .
Then the combination of results of this paper and of [JL18] shows that the composition:
All these results provide further evidences for the theory of homological projective geometry and in turn shows the naturality of the construction of this paper.
1.4. Convention. Let B be a fixed base scheme, smooth over a ground field of characteristic zero, and V , V ∨ be dual vector bundles of rank N over B. All schemes considered in this paper will be B-schemes, and products are fiber products over B. A B-linear category will be an admissible subcategory A ⊂ D(X) for some B-scheme X. The constructions, arguments, and results of this paper -at least the part on perfect complexes -should have no difficulty to be carried out in dg-setting or ∞-setting of Lurie [Lur-HA] over any base scheme B. For example the noncommutative HPD theory has been set up in Lurie's framework by Alex Perry [P18] . However in this paper we restrict ourselves to the above convention for following reasons: our results are mainly about the bounded coherent derived categories rather than perfect complexes; our approach depends on the geometry of blowing up and generalized hyperplane section, and the categorical formulae for them are so far only established for characteristic zero by Orlov, and trying to prove them in arbitrary characteristic will go beyond the aim of this paper; the overall well-established frameworks of Bondal, Orlov, Kuznetsov are set up for this convention at this stage.
We use notation X, Y, Z, S, T, . . . to denote schemes, L , E , M to denote coherent sheaves or vector bundles on certain schemes, and A, B, C, . . . to denote triangulated categories and A, B, C . . . to typically denote the elements of the corresponding categories. Functors considered in this paper are all derived unless specified otherwise. 2. Preliminaries 2.1. Generalities. A semiorthogonal decomposition of a triangulated category T ,
is a sequence of admissible full triangulated subcategories A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n , such that (i) Hom(a j , a i ) = 0 for all a i ∈ A i and a j ∈ A j , if j > i, and (ii) they generate the whole D(X). A full triangulated subcategory A of (a triangulated category) T is called admissible if the inclusion functor i = i A : A ֒→ T has both a right adjoint functor i ! : T → A and a left adjoint functor i * : T → A. If A ⊂ T is admissible, then its right orthogonal A ⊥ = {T ∈ T | Hom(A, T ) = 0} and left orthgonal ⊥ A = {T ∈ T | Hom(T, A) = 0} are both admissible, and
is called the left (resp. right) mutation passing through A. The mutation functors allow us to start with a semiorthogonal decomposition to obtain a whole sequence of new semiorthogonal decompositions. The readers are referred to [H06] and [BO] for definitions and properties of derived categories of algebraic varieties and semiorthogonal decompositions, and to [B, BK] or reviews in [K07, JLX17] for more about mutation functors.
2.2. Derive categories over a base. Let S be a fixed scheme. A S-linear category is a (dgenriched or stable ∞-enriched) triangulated category equipped with a module structure over the commutative algebra object Perf(S). If X is a S-scheme with structure map a X : X → S, then Perf(X), D(X) and D qc (X) are naturally equipped with S-linear structure by A⊗a * X F , for any F ∈ Perf(S) and A ∈ Perf(X), D(X) or D qc (X). We will mainly focus on admissible subcategories A ⊂ D(X) of the bounded coherent derived category D(X). For simplicity we will only consider quasi-compact schemes proper over S. An S-linear category A is by definition equipped with an action functor K07, K11] ). A base change φ : T → S is called faithful for the morphism a : X → S (or faithful for the S-scheme X/S) if for Cartesian square (2.1)
It is well-known that a base-change φ as above is faithful for X/S if and only if the square (2.1) is Tor-independent, i.e. for all t ∈ T , x ∈ X, and s ∈ S with φ(t) = s = a(x), Tor K11] ). Let A be a S-linear admissible subcategory of D(X). We assume φ : T → S is a faithful base-change for X/S. Then the base-change category of perfect complexes category A perf along T → S is defined to be:
by which we mean the A perf T ⊂ Perf(X T ) is the subcategory thickly generated by (i.e. the minimal idempotent-complete triangulated subcategory containing) elements φ *
and closed under arbitrary direct sums. The base-change of A along φ is the T -linear admissible subcategory defined by
The category A T satisfies: φ * T (a) ∈ A T for any a ∈ A and φ T * (b) ∈ A for b ∈ A T with proper support over X, see [K11] . Then the T -linear category A T depends only on A and φ, and does not depend on the choice of an embedding A ⊂ D(X).
Remark 2.4. The tensor product in the above definition
agrees with the tensor products of small idempotent-complete stable ∞-categories in the sense of [Lur-HA] and [BzFN] . More precisely, for two small idempotent-complete stable ∞-categories C 1 and C 2 , then tensor product is defined to be
where Ind is Ind-completion, and (−) c is taking compact objects, see [Lur-HA] , [BzFN] or [P18] . If X and X T are smooth, then A T = A perf T . In general they are related by: [K11] , and it is expected that the categorical Poincaré duality holds: A T = Fun ex Perf(S) (A perf T , D(S)) (for their stable ∞-enhancements), since this duality holds if A = D(X) for perfect proper stacks X → S by [BzNP] .
Lemma 2.5 ( [K11, Cor. 5.7] 
Remark 2.6. Suppose φ T is a proper perfect morphism, then φ T * preserves perfect complexes and we also have a characterization
Lemma 2.7 (Compatibility). Assume φ : T → S and ψ : T ′ → T are faithful base-changes for X/S and X T /T respectively (therefore the composition
faithful base-change for X/S), and A ⊂ D(X) is an S-linear admissible subcategory. Then
where the left hand side is the base-change of A along T → S followed by the base-change along T ′ → T , and the right hand side is the base-change of A along composition
Proof. By Def. 2.3, notice the perf-version (A T ) perf T ′ of left hand side is thickly generated by
and the perf-version A perf T ′ for right hand side is thickly generated by
are the same subcategory of Perf(X T ′ ). Taking completion in D qc (X T ′ ) under arbitrary direct sums, and then intersecting with D(X T ′ ), the lemma follows.
where X i and Y are projective over S and smooth, i = 1, . . . , n and
is fully faithful for i = 1, . . . , n, and there is a Tlinear semi-orthogonal decomposition 
where A kT is the base-change category of A k along T → S.
The above two propositions also holds for perfect complexes, by the way how the basechange categories are constructed and these propositions are proved in [K11, Thm. 5.6 ].
Definition 2.10 ( [K11] ). Assume A ⊂ D(X) and B ⊂ D(Y ) are S-linear subcategories, where X, Y are S-schemes, with structural maps a X : X → S and a Y : Y → S. Assume the fiber square for X × S Y is Tor-independent. Then the tensor product of perfect complexes
is defined to be the subcategory thickly generated by elements a *
The exterior product of A and B over S is defined to be
where A Y is the base-change category of A ⊂ D(X) along Y → S, and B X is the base-change
Notice if a base-change φ : T → S is faithful for X, then by definition, for any S-linear subcategory A ⊂ D(X), the following holds:
where A T denotes the base-change of category A along T → S. Therefore base-change categories can also be expressed by exterior products.
Remark 2.11. As in Def. 2.3, the category A ⊠ S B can also be defined as follows. We denote C perf = A perf ⊗ Perf(S) B perf and consider the completionĈ of
Remark 2.12. As mentioned before, the tensor product of perfect complexes A perf ⊗ Perf(S) B perf agrees with the tensor product of small idempotent-complete stable ∞-categories in the sense of [Lur-HA] , [BzFN] . If X, Y and X × S Y are smooth, then
But in general they are related by
and it is expected that
enhancements) by the spirit of [BzNP] .
Lemma 2.13 (Associativity). Assume X, Y, Z are S-schemes such that the fiber squares for fiber products
of subcategories of Perf(X × S Y × S Z), and
Proof. The statement for perfect complexes holds since they are both the subcategory of Perf(X × S Y × S Z) thickly generated by elements of the form
Then by above definition and Rmk. 2.11, the statement for exterior products holds since they are obtained by taking completion of the same above category in
and then taking intersection with bounded coherent category
Lemma 2.14.
Assume that the fiber squares for the fiber products
and
Then there is a canonical identification of subcategories
and a canonical identification of subcategories of D(Z):
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lem. 2.13, the statement follows directly from the fact that perfect complexes versions of both sides are generated by the same class of elements. 
amplitudes. This condition is automatically satisfied if X, Y are smooth, which will be the case for all applications of the following proposition in this paper.
Proposition 2.15 ([K11, §5.5]).
In the above situation, we assume the square for fiber product X × S Y is Tor-independent. Then there is an S-linear semiorthogonal decomposition
where the order of the semiorthogonal sequence is any order {(i, j)} extending the natural partial order of {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} and {j | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}, and similarly:
.
Proof. This follows directly from applying [K11,
2.3. Lefschetz varieties and categories. Lefschetz decompositions introduced by Kuznetsov in [K07] (see also [K08, JLX17, P18, KP18] ) play an essential role in HPD theory. A Lefschetz decomposition is a special kind of semiorthogonal decomposition which behaves well under a given autoequivalence T . The key example of interest will be when A is a P(V )-linear category and T = ⊗O(1). For this section we assume A is an admissible subcategory of some projective variety over the fixed base-scheme B.
Definition 2.16 ([K07]
). Let A be an admissible category and T be an autoequivalence of A. A right Lefschetz decomposition of A is a semiorthogonal decomposition of the form
where
is an ascending sequence of admissible subcategories.
Here
denotes the image of a subcategory B ⊂ A under the T k .
A Lefschetz decomposition for A is totally determined by the component A 0 .
Lemma 2.17 ([K08], Lem. 2.18). (1) Assume there is a right Lefschetz decomposition (2.2) of
Then a k 's are admissible subcategories, and for 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1,
Then a −k 's are also admissible subcategories, and for 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, 
is a semiorthogonal sequence, and for k = 0, . . . , m − 1,
is a semiorthogonal sequence, and and for k = 0, . . . , m − 1,
(where we regard Given a right Lefschetz decomposition of A, there is a canonical left Lefschetz category of the same center, and vice versa, see [K08, Lem. 2.18 ]. The next lemma as an extension of [K08, Lem. 2.18] , shows the relation between right and left Lefschetz decompositions. This implies that for A an admissible subcategory of some smooth projective variety over S (which is always assumed to be true in this paper), then A is a Lefschetz category if and only if it admits a right Lefschetz decomposition (2.2), or equivalently if it admits a left Lefschetz decomposition (2.3), with the same center.
Lemma 2.20. (1) Given a right Lefschetz decomposition (2.2) of A, then there is a canonical left Lefschetz decomposition of the form (2.3) given by
Moreover, if the Serre functor S 0 of A 0 exists, then A −k ⊂ A 0 can also be given by
The building components a −k 's are determined by a k 's via
In particular one has
a −k ≃ a ′ k ≃ a k , and A −k ≃ a ′ k , a ′ k+1 , . . . , a ′ m−1 (2) Dually,
given a left Lefschetz decomposition (2.3) of A, then there is a canonical right Lefschetz decomposition of the form (2.2) given by
Moreover, if the Serre functor S 0 of A 0 exists, then A k ⊂ A 0 can also be given by
The building components a k 's are determined by a −k 's via
In particular one has a k ≃ a
is a semiorthogonal sequence, and
Then the lemma follows from the case k = m − 1. The claim can be shown inductively. For k = 0 this is trivial. Assume it is true for k − 1, then consider the semiorthogonal collection
Then by Lem. 2.18, the right hand side is equal to a
sider the semiorthogonal decomposition of A 0 :
(2). Dually, define A k by (2.5), then one can inductively show for k = 1, . . . , m − 1,
The lemma follows from k = m − 1.
P(V )-linear Lefschetz category.
In HPD theory we will mainly consider P(V )-linear Lefschetz categories.
Definition 2.21. A P(V )-linear
Lefschetz category A is a P(V )-linear A with a Lefschetz structure with respect to the autoequivalence T = − ⊗ O P(V ) (1). It is common to write:
where A * (k) denotes the image of A * under the autoequivalence
In [K07] it is required that a P(V )-linear Lefschetz category should satisfies
This condition is called moderate in [P18] . We will also stick to this convention and require the moderateness of all Lefschetz categories in this paper. In fact, the next result, which is a generalization of [P18, Cor. 6.19] , shows that a non-moderate Lefschetz category can always be refined to be a moderate one: 
linear Lefschetz category, with Lefschetz center
and Lefschetz components
Proof. For (1) this is [P18, Cor. 6.19 (1)]; we present a proof here without using argument on empty sets. Assume A ⊂ D(X) for a variety X → P(V ), and consider the Koszul complex
corresponding to the linear system V ∨ . Since the linear system is base-point free,
Notice K • is given by K r = 0 for r ≥ 0, and
, induces a tautological inclusion Γ : X ֒→ X × P(V ) (which is also the graph morphism), with normal bundle
, is nothing but the action functor:
By Koszul resolution for the regular embedding Γ, for any C 1 , C 2 ∈ A, F 1 , F 2 ∈ D(P(V )), and adjunction 1 → Γ * Γ * , the cone of the natural map
is an iterated cone of the Hom spaces:
Notice if r = 0 then above Hom space is nothing but Hom
, the above Hom space vanishes for all 0 ≤ r ≤ N − 1, by the definition of A ′ k . Therefore the semiorthogonal statement of (2) follows.
, and the semiorthogonal statement of (2), the Lefschetz decomposition of A = A 0 , A 1 (1), . . . , A N −1 (N − 1) can be mutated into
therefore the right orthogonal of the P(V )-linear category Γ * (A N −1 ⊠ D(P(V ))) of A:
is a P(V )-linear Lefschetz category, with Lefschetz components
2.4. Homological projective duality.
Definition 2.23. Let X be a variety with morphism X → P(V ). The universal hyperplane H X = H(X)/P(V ) is defined to be the variety
If A ⊂ D(X) is a P(V )-linear admissible subcategory, then the universal hyperplane H A = H(A)/P(V ) is defined to be the admissible subcategory:
where (A) H X denotes the base-change of A along H X → P(V ).
If follows directly that
, with left adjoint given by the restriction of the functor δ *
Definition 2.24. Let A be a P(V )-linear Lefschetz subcategory with Lefschetz center A 0 . Then the HPD category A ♮ of A over P(V ) is defined to be
If A = D(X) for a variety X → P(V ), and there exists a variety Y with Y → P(V ∨ ), and a
Lemma 2.25 ( [K07, JLX17, P18] ). There is a P(V ∨ )-linear semiorthogonal decomposition
The output of HPD theory due to Kuznetsov, especially the fundamental theorem of HPD for linear sections, is summarized as follows, see [K07, JLX17, P18] 
and Lefschetz components
A ♮ j = γ * π * a ′ N +1−n , . . . , γ * π * a ′ N −2+j , −n + 1 ≤ j ≤ 0.
Namely, there is a left Lefschetz decomposition of
Remark 2.27. In [K07] or its noncommutative version [P18] , the first statement (1) is proved after they have proved the fundamental theorem of HPD, and Kuznetsov posed the question in [K07] that whether there is a direct proof of (1). This is solved in [JLX17] where (1) is proved directly using "chess game".
Remark 2.28. There is a way to reduce the burden of remembering the indices for the HPD categories, introduced in [JLX17] : if we introduce the "cohomological convention"
−N , and we have the following simple expressions
Geometric operations on admissible subcategories
In this section we discuss how basic geometric operations -projective bundle, (generalized) universal hyperplane and blowing up, etc -can be performed on categories. These results allow one to extend easily the constructions/arguments from commutative settings to noncommutative ones. The blowing-up formula Thm. 3.3 seems to be absent in literatures even in the commutative case, namely Cor. 3.4 for possibly singular local complete intersection centers. As usual we stick to admissible subcategories of schemes, and the readers should have no difficulties to translate the content into dg-setting or (stable) ∞-setting.
3.1. Projective bundle. Let S be a smooth B-scheme, E be a vector bundle of rank r on S and π : P S (E) → S be the projection. Let X be a proper S-scheme, i A : A ֒→ D(X) be an inclusion of S-linear admissible subcategory, then
S-linear admissible subcategory. Denote the base-change categories along P S (E) → S by:
We will also denote P A = P A (E) and P perf A = P perf A (E) if there is no confusion. Therefore it follows directly from Prop. 2.15 that if there is S-linear semiorthogonal decomposition D(X) = A, B then D(P X (E)) = P A , P B , and Perf(P X (E)) = P . Notice that from properties of base-change categories §2.2 we have a commutative diagrams of S-linear
where i P A : P A ֒→ D(P X (E)) denotes the inclusion; similarly for the perfect complexes. Notice the adjoint functors π * : D(X) ⇄ D(P X (E)) : π * induce adjoint functors π * : A ⇄ P A (E) : π * , still denoted by same notations, by abuse of notations. From Prop. 2.9, Orlov's result [O92] translates into:
Theorem 3.1 (Orlov's Projective bundle formula, [O92] ). The functors π * (−)⊗O(k) : A → P A is fully faithful, k ∈ Z, and there is a S-linear semiorthogonal decomposition
There is also a similar decomposition for the perfect complexes P
Universal hyperplane.
Apply the results of last section to S = P(V ) (where V is a vector bundle over the fixed base scheme B of rank N), and
is nothing but the universal quadric. Now we assume X is a smooth S-scheme and A ⊂ D(X) be an admissible subcategory. Denote π : H X = P X (E) → X the projection and H A = P A (E), then H A is the universal hyperplane for A (see definiiton 2.23). Then from properties of projective bundles, if there is a P(V )-
And also there is a P(V )-linear semiorthogonal decomposition:
adjoint functors on the corresponding subcategories; we still denote the functors by same notations by abuse of notations. Therefore we have a diagram of P(V )-linear functors:
Therefore by Lem. 2.5, H A ⊂ D(H X ) is also characterized by
3.2.1. HPD category. From last section, it follows directly from the definition of HPD category A ♮ ⊂ H A that A ♮ also admits the following descriptions as a subcategory of D(H X ):
3.3. Blowing up. Let S be a smooth B-scheme and i : Z ֒→ S be an inclusion of smooth codimension r ≥ 2 local complete intersection subscheme. For simplicity assume in this subsection B is a smooth scheme over a field of characteristic zero. Then the normal bundle N i of Z ⊂ S is a vector bundle of rank r. Denote β : S = Bl Z S → S the blowing up of S along Z, j : E Z = P(N i ) ֒→ S the inclusion of exceptional divisor, and p : E Z → Z the projection. We have a commutative diagram:
Now let X be a smooth proper S-scheme, assume X Z := X × S Z is of expected dimension dim X − r, therefore X Z ⊂ X is local complete intersection of codimension r. By abuse of notations, denote by β : X = Bl X Z X → X the blowing up of X along X Z , by j : E X Z = P X Z (N i ) ֒→ X the inclusion of exceptional divisor, and by p : E X Z → X Z the projection. Then we have the following Tor-independent (fibered) squares:
Note it is an important fact that in the above situation X Z ⊂ X is cut out locally by the same section as Z ⊂ S and the normal bundle of X Z ⊂ X is just the pull-back of the normal bundle N i of Z ⊂ S. Otherwise the right most square of above diagram for the blowing-ups is only a commutative square, rather than a fibered square.
Definition 3.2. Let A ⊂ D(X) be a S-linear admissible subcategories, denote
Then A is called the blowing up category of A along A Z .
Similarly one can define the corresponding categories for perfect complexes: 
) plays the role exceptional divisors of the blowing-up, and is equipped with functors:
induced from the corresponding functors on the derived categories of geometric spaces.
Theorem 3.3 (Orlov's blowing up formula [O92] ). In the above situation, the S-linear functors β * : A → A and
then there are S-linear semiorthogonal decompositions
A = β * A, (A Z ) 0 , (A Z ) 1 , . . . , (A Z ) r−2 = (A Z ) 1−r , . . . , (A Z ) −2 , (A Z ) −1 , β * A .
Similar statements hold for the perfect complexes, in particular, there are S-linear semiorthogonal decompositions:
Proof. The blowing up formula for smooth centers of of Orlov's [O92] holds for S → S, since Z ⊂ S is smooth, namely there are S-linear semiorthogonal decompositions:
Then we apply base-change along X → S, by Prop. 2.8 and notice X → S are fully faithful for the pairs (S, S) and (Z, S) (i.e. for the S-schemes S, S, Z and Z × S S = E Z ) by the above Tor-independent squares, we obtain X-linear semiorthogonal decompositions
Notice for the S-linear subcategory A, we have the following diagrams of S-linear functors between S-linear categories:
which is a commutative diagram for all the push-forwards and a commutative diagram for all the pull-backs. All the functors i * , i * , j * , j * , p * , p * , β * , β * in the diagram for A are induced (and compatible with) the corresponding functors for X restricted to subcategories A ⊂
, and for abuse of notations we still use the same notation. Now the theorem follows from applying Prop. 2.9 to the S-linear category A ⊂ D(X) for the fully faithful base-change to X → S. The results for perfect complexes are similar.
Even in the case of schemes, the above theorem generalizes Orlov's blowing-up formula to blowing up X → X along possibly non-smooth center Y ⊂ X:
Corollary 3.4. Suppose Y is a codimension r ≥ 2 local complete intersection subscheme of a smooth scheme X over a field of characteristic zero, denote β : Bl Y X → X the blowing up of X along Y , and E the exceptional divisor. Then the (derived) functors
Similarly for the categories of perfect complexes.
Proof. By passing to smaller open subschemes, we may assume Y is locally cut out by a regular sequence f 1 , . . . , f r ∈ Γ(O X ). Therefore locally there is a morphism X → S = A n = Spec Z[z 1 , . . . , z n ], n > r, and Z = A n−r ⊂ A n is the subscheme z 1 = · · · = z r = 0, such that
Remark 3.5. Note that the construction of this section, the proof Thm. 3.3 (therefore Cor. 3.4) works in a more general situation without smoothness assumption on X. Assume S → S is a morphism of schemes such that Z ⊂ S is the zero locus of a regular section of the pulling back of a vector bundle E on S, therefore the blowing up diagram (3.1) is S-linear. Let X → S be a morphism of schemes such that X is smooth and the fiber square for X := X × S S is Tor-independent, and assume further that X Z := Z × S X ⊂ X is also cut out by the pulling-back of the same section of the vector bundle E . Then X = X × S S is the blowing up of X along X Z , and the corresponding blowing up diagram is X-linear. The following will be useful later.
Lemma 3.6. In the situation of Thm. 3.3, the right mutation functor satisfies the following:
Proof. The similar statement for left mutations is proved by Carocci-Turcinovic [CT, Prop. 3.4] . For the sake of completeness, we include a proof here. For simplicity of notations we denote exceptional divisor by E, and denote
Since the mutation functor satisfies σ • R B = R σ (B) • σ for any admissible subcategory B ⊂ T and any autoequivalence σ : T → T , therefore we only need to show the case for k = −1, i.e. to show
then other cases will follow from applying σ
inclusion j * B ⊂ X. We need to compare R j * B with j * R B j * . For any A ∈ A, consider the commutative diagram:
∼
From octahedral axiom the last row is an exact triangle. Since j
Remark 3.7. Similarly one can prove
3.4. Generalized universal hyperplane. Let S be a smooth B-scheme, i : Z ֒→ S be a smooth subscheme. We further assume that Z = Z(s) is the zero locus of a regular section s ∈ Γ(S, E) of a vector bundle E of rank r. Recall the generalized universal hyperplane H s ⊂ P S (E ∨ ) is the hypersurface cut out by the section of O P S (E ∨ ) (1) under the identification
Denote π : H s → S the projection, then π is a P r−2 -bundle over S \ Z, and
, where N i is the normal bundle of Z ⊂ S as usual. Therefore we have a commutative diagram:
Let a X : X → S be a smooth proper S-scheme such that X Z := X × S Z is of expected dimension dim X − r. Then X Z is also cut out by the section a * X s ∈ H 0 (X, a * X E). Therefore we can similarly form the generalized universal hyperplane H X,s ⊂ P X (E) for X with respect to the bundle a * X E and section a * X s. By abuse of notation we will denote the bundle a * X E and section a * X s on X still by E and s respectively, and denote the maps by same notations, i.e. we denote the inclusions by i : X Z ֒→ X and j : P X Z (N ∨ i ) ֒→ H X,s , and the projections by ρ :
Definition 3.8. Assume A ⊂ D(X) is an admissible S-linear subcategory, then denote
Then H A,s (resp. H perf A,s ) is called the generalized universal hyperplane for A with respect to vector bundle E and regular section s.
As blowing up case, various adjoint functors on derived categories of schemes induce adjoint functors on corresponding subcategories, and we have the following diagrams of Slinear functors:
which are commutative for all push-forwards and respectively for all pull-backs. All these functors are induced by and compatible with the corresponding functors for the ambient schemes under the inclusions 
and similar decompositions for perfect complexes.
Proof. The same formula holds for H s over S by Orlov's result [O06, Prop. 2.10] . The desired formula follows from base-change along X → S as we did for blowing up case.
HPD with base-locus
Let X be a smooth B-scheme with map X → P(V ) and L ⊂ V ∨ be a linear subbundle of rank ℓ over B. We denote by
Then L is a linear system through the composition
map is also compatible with the composition
, where the last map is the projection to second factor. The situation (as in §3 .3) is summarized in the following diagram, with names of maps as indicated:
Lefschetz subcategory with Lefschetz center A 0 , Lefschetz components A k and length m. We can apply the construction of §3.3 to A, and consider the blowing up category
can be regarded as the base-locus category of A for the linear system L ⊂ V ∨ . Then blowingup category A is equipped with a P(L ∨ )-linear structure from the projection P(V ) → P(L ∨ ).
Refined blowing up Bl
A and Lefschetz structure. Notice that the P(L ∨ )-linear category A admits a semiorthogonal decomposition by Thm. 3.3: 
and their images remain a semiorthogonal sequence in A.
Note that this result is only interesting if m ≥ ℓ.
Proof of Lem. 4.1. Denote Γ : X ֒→ X × P(L ∨ ) the graph embedding of the morphism X → P(L ∨ ), then one has a commutative diagram:
To prove the lemma, we need to show the vanishing of the following Hom space:
). Similar to the proof of Lem. 2.22, from Koszul resolution for Γ * O X , the above Hom space is an iterated cone of the Hom spaces:
where the case r = 0 corresponds to Hom(A 1 ⊠ F 1 , A 2 ⊠ F 2 ). Then the desired vanishing will follow from: for any
In fact, for all 1 ≤ r ≤ ℓ−1, if we right mutate β
Remark 4.2. From the commutative diagram (4.3), the lemma is equivalent to that the functor ι * : A ⊠ D(P(L ∨ )) → A is fully faithful on the subcategories:
and their images form a semiorthogonal sequence in A. Therefore the lemma can also be proved by using Koszul complex N • ι for the embedding ι, where
. Denote the subcategory generated by the images of above lemma by:
Then A amb is the "trivial piece" of the P(L ∨ )-linear structure of A, and its orthogonal 
as before, and
The fact that i * L is fully faithful on A ℓ (1), . . . , A m−1 (m − ℓ) follows from the Koszul resolution for X L ⊥ ⊂ X. Therefore from adjunction, there is a semiorthogonal decomposition
Proof. Applying Lem. 3.6 to (4.2), we obtain that the following categories Observation. From the decomposition (4.2), if we right mutation β
, where k ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ r ≤ ℓ − 1, we end up with β
by Lem. 3.6 (which is also true for r = 0). Therefore we obtain the following:
as well as for s = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1:
Step 1. We show that the following components of B are contained in A ref :
This is equivalent to show, for any
with 0 ≤ i 2 < ℓ − 1 ≤ i 1 ≤ m − 1, the following holds:
Similar to the proof of Lem. 4.1, the above Hom space is an iterated cone of the Hom space of (4.4). Therefore we only need to show
, by the way we define A ′ k . For 1 ≤ r ≤ ℓ − 1, then the vanishing follows from (4.5) applied to k = r > j = 0, and
Step 2. The remaining components of B (for Step 1) are also contained in
This is equivalent to show
Notice that for i = ℓ − 1, this follows directly from (4.6) applied to k = r = ℓ − 1. Now we focus on the case i = ℓ, . . . , m − 1. From commutative diagram (4.3),
On the other hand, since the ambient square of (4.1) is Tor-independent (as it is a flat base-change),
Hence by adjunction, 
Last equality follows from Hom
belongs to the category generated by B and A amb for all r = 0, . . . , ℓ − 2. The category
From the distinguished triangle of functors: 
Consider the section s L of E which is the canonical section which corresponds to the inclusion L ⊂ V ∨ under the identification:
Therefore we can form the generalized universal hyperplane for X → P(V )
Note that the inclusion δ H L is also the restriction of the inclusion of universal hyperplane
. Using the notation of §3.4, we have
. By abuse of notation, we also denote the base-change of j to 
Our main result is the "HPD between linear section and refined blowing up": 
the base-change category of the HPD category
where Bl
A is equipped with P(L ∨ )-linear Lefschetz structure given in Prop. 4.4 .
equivalent to the one given by the fundamental theorem of HPD applied to linear section A
In particular the theorem implies that the linear section A ♮ P(L) of HPD contains (exactly) one copy of C L , the nontrivial component dual linear section A P(L ⊥ ) . This is exactly the main statement of the fundamental theorem of HPD.
(2) From HPD is a duality relation ( [K07, JLX17] ), we also have Bl
A, and the theorem is the generalization of the main result "the HPD between linear section and blowing up" of [CT] 
, and the refinement is necessary for the above HPD statement to hold.
To prove the theorem, we first fix certain notations for the rest of this section. Set
is nothing but the universal quadric for P(L) and P(L ∨ ).
Then the twisted relative cotangent bundle
is the 0'th cohomology of the complex of vector
(1)} by using (dual) Euler sequence twice, and also
We continue to denote Q ⊂ P(V ) × P(V ∨ ) for the universal quadric for P(V ) and P(V ∨ ).
We further denote for the rest of the section that
Then Z ⊂ S is the zero locus of a regular section of the (pulling-back of the) vector bundle E ⊗O P(V ) (1). The key is to observe that the universal hyperplane (
for the blowing up P(V ) → P(L ∨ ) is nothing but the blowing up S of S. We have a P(V ) × P(L)-linear commutative diagram similar to (3.1) but for the blowing up S → S,
If we base-change these constructions along the natural morphism
then we obtain that the universal hyperplane Y of the blowing upX = Bl X L ⊥ X ,
is the blowing up of the generalized universal hyperplane 
If we apply the construction of §3.3 (see also Rmk. 3.5) to the S-linear subcategory 
We fix the following notations for line bundles: denote the pull-backs of the line bundle O P(L ∨ ) (1) to X and also H X by the same notation L , by abuse of notations, and the pullbacks of line bundles O P(V ) (1) (all factoring through X → P(V )) by O X (1). Then
To avoid confusions, we denote the induced line bundles on
Notice that the category D = H A,L admits a P(V )-linear structure from pulling back the P(V )-linear structure on A ⊂ D(X). By Thm. 3.9, there is a semiorthogonal decomposition: 
with Lefschetz components (which are S 0 = P(L)-linear) 
and its right orthogonal by
where A This lemma will be proved later. We show that Thm. 4.5 can be deduced from this lemma:
Compare H A amb with D amb of Lem. 4.7, notice that
Now from the defining property (Lem. 2.25) of HPD, there is a P(L)-linear semiorthogonal decomposition:
If we compare the above semiorthogonal decomposition with the one for
Remark 4.8. The twisting ⊗O X (−1) and ⊗L in the expression of Φ is only a matter of convention. In fact, for a P(V )-linear Lefschetz category A, there is a definition of a left HPD category ♮ A, which related to the usual (right) HPD category A ♮ by the P(V ∨ )-linear P18] ). Then the theorem can reformulated as: the pullback functor γ * : H A,L → H A of the blowing up γ induces an equivalence for left HPDs:
Example 4.9 (Pfaffian-Grassmannian correspondence). Let X = Gr(2, 7) ⊂ P 20 through the Plükcer embedding, then it has a natural rectangular Lefschetz structure of length m = 7, and its HPD is given by the noncommutative resolution of Pfaffian loci Y = (Pf(4, 7), R) ⊂ P 20 , see [K06, BC09] . Let L ⊂ (C 20 ) ∨ be a generic linear system of dimension 7, then X L ⊥ and Y L are non-birational Calabi-Yau threefolds. The theorem implies the refined blowing up Bl
. This result combined with (1) of Thm. 2.26 gives another proof of the derived equivalence
of [K06, BC09] . Note that the theorem also implies Bl
X is equivalent to the universal hyperplane section H Y L for Y L , which is not obvious from geometry.
Example 4.10 (Beauville-Donagi's Pfaffian cubic and K3 surface). Let X = Gr(2, 6) ⊂ P 14 with Plücker embedding and Lefschetz decomposition given in [K06] , then its HPD is given by Y = (Pf(4, 6),
) is a K3 surface, and
The theorem implies that the refined blowing up of Gr(2, 6) along the K3 surface S:
From (1) of Thm. 2.26, this implies the well-known result C L = D(S), i.e. there is a geometric K3 surface S associated to the Pfaffian cubic fourfold Y 4 (3) ⊂ P 5 . For a general cubic fourfold it is expected that C L is only a noncommutative K3 surface, and whether it is geometric or not is closely related to the rationality of Y 4 (3). See [K10, AT14, H17] and references therein for more details.
Observations. It remains to prove Lemma 4.7. We first make the following observations.
(
, and that Y ⊂ X × P(L) is the universal hyperplane, then by construction the projective bundle P Y (E ) fits into following diagram of embeddings:
of universal hyperplanes as usual. Then the funtors θ * 1 (resp. θ * 2 ) induces functors
(2) Next notice that the graph embedding
. ι is a lift of the embedding ι : Y ֒→ P Y (E ) along the natural projection P Y (E ) → P Y (E ). Therefore we have a commutative diagram: (4.10)
which will play the role of diagram (4.3) in last subsection, where the inclusion θ 2 :
given by a regular section of the vector bundle L ⊠ T P(L ∨ ) (−1), and
is a divisor of L ⊗ O P(L) (1), therefore the normal bundle ofι is
where M is the rank ℓ − 1 vector bundle defined by (4.7). Notice thatι
Notice also that the line bundles have the following identifications under the above morphisms: 
(notice that the codimension of the center of blowing up is now ℓ − 1 instead of ℓ), where (D Z ) k denotes the image of D Z under the fully faithful embedding j Q * p * 
If we apply above to (4.9), we have in particular the following identifications
and P γ * (A 1 (m 1 )⊠D(P(L))) = θ * 2 (β * A 1 (m 1 ) ⊠ D(Q L )) for all m 1 ∈ Z.
The proof Lem. 4.7, similar to that of Prop. 4.4, can be decomposed into several steps.
Lemma 4.11 (cf. Lem. 4.1). The functorι * is fully faithful on the following subcategories
and their images again form a semiorthogonal sequence in D.
Proof. From observation (2), Nι = L ⊗M ∨ , the functorι * ι * is the iterated cone of functors:
where L −r := (L ∨ ) ⊗r as before, M is the rank ℓ − 1 vector bundle defined by (4.7), and the case r = 0 correspond to identity functor. Therefore for any A 1 , A 2 ∈ A,
Hom ι * (θ * 2 (A 1 ⊠ F 1 )),ι * ((θ * 2 (A 2 ⊠ F 2 )) is an iterated cone of the Hom spaces: (4.11) where the case r = 0 corresponds to Hom(θ * 2 (A 1 ⊠ F 1 ), θ * 2 (A 2 ⊠ F 2 )). Then if A k ∈ β * A i k (i k − ℓ), k = 1, 2, such that ℓ − 1 ≤ i 2 ≤ i 1 ≤ m − 1, then θ * 2 (A 2 ⊠ (F 2 ⊗ ∧ r M )) ∈ P β * A i 2 (i 2 +1−ℓ)⊠D(P(L)) (E ) = P γ * D i 2 −1 (i 2 +1−ℓ) (E ), and the desired result follows from the semiorthogonality of subcategories of P D (E ):
P γ * D i 2 −1 (i 2 +1−ℓ) (E ), P γ * (D i 1 −1 (i 1 +1−ℓ))⊗L r (E ) , for 1 ≤ r ≤ ℓ − 1, which follows from the the semiorthogonality of the subcategories (β * (A i 2 (i 2 + 1 − ℓ)), β * (A i 1 (i 1 + 1 − ℓ)) ⊗ L r ) of A of Lem. 4.1. First, we show the following components
This is equivalent to show for any A 1 ∈ β * (A i 1 (i 1 − ℓ + 1)), F 1 ∈ D(Q L ) as previous step, This follows from the same argument and that P γ * (A ♮ P(L)
⊗O X (−1)) (E ), P D i 1 ⊗L i 1 +1−ℓ (E ) is semiorthogonal for all ℓ − 1 ≤ i 1 ≤ m − 1.
Third, it remains to show that
where ( 
We show this separately for the case i = ℓ − 1 and the case ℓ ≤ i ≤ m − 1. For i = ℓ − 1, this follows from the semiorthogonality of the subcategories
which follows from the semiorthogonality of subcategories (γ
The latter fact, analogous to (4.6) in the case k = r = ℓ − 1, follows directly from applying mutations to the semiorthogonal decomposition of D.
Now we focus on the case i = ℓ, . . . , m − 1. From the commutative diagram (4.10), the former factor of the Hom space in (4.12) is:
Therefore from adjunction, the desired vanishing of (4.12) is equivalent to
From the ambient square of (4.8) is Tor-independent, we have ι * j Q * p * Q = g * ĵ * , therefore the latter factor of above Hom space is
Id X ×π Q L ) * δ H * since the corresponding square for projective bundle of E is flat. Since
where i L : X L ⊥ ֒→ X is the inclusion as before, therefore the above factor is isomorphic to
Now the desired vanishing is equivalent to 
= j Q * j * Qι * θ * 2 (β * A ⊠ (F (0, r))) for all A ∈ A i (i + 1 − ℓ), F ∈ D(P(L)), ℓ ≤ i ≤ m − 1, 0 ≤ r ≤ ℓ − 3, we only need to show above elements belongs to the category generated by D amb and D ⊗O(−E Q ) → Id → j Q * j
